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Protector-less artificial lift technology
for downhole rotating devices
Design helps eliminate failure modes of the ESP protector components.
Protector: The weak link
K. C. Chen, Upwing Energy

T

he basic architecture of electric submersible pumps
(ESP) has remained unchanged for many decades,
typically consisting of a pump, motor and protector. The
protector plays a critical role in the ESP, ensuring that
the electric motor can function in the hostile downhole
environment with extreme temperatures, pressures and
corrosiveness, but the protector is a persistent source of
ESP failure. If the protector could be eliminated, overall
system reliability would be greatly enhanced.
To that end, Upwing Energy has applied advanced
magnetic technologies developed by its parent company, Calnetix Technologies, to develop a new topology
for high-speed downhole rotating machinery that does
not require a protector. This protector-less technology has been initially incorporated into a Subsurface
Compressor System (SCS) and is also the basis for a new
Magnetic Drive System (MDS) for ESPs.

An ESP typically contains a three-phase induction motor
driving a multistage centrifugal pump. The components
are enclosed in a chamber called a protector. The ESP
assembly is usually tubing hung from the wellhead. The
produced fluids are pumped into the tubing to flow to
the surface. A three-phase power cable is strapped to the
side of the ESP and the tubing goes through the packer
and wellhead via penetrators to carry electricity from the
surface to the motor.
The protector contains mechanical face seals to
isolate the wellbore fluids from the high-dielectric
mineral or synthetic oil for motor protection, lubrication and heat dissipation. The hydrodynamic fluid film
developed between the rotating and stationary parts of
the face seals requires relatively small pressure differentials across both sides of the face seals to maintain
the isolation of the wellbore fluids from motor oil.
The pressure equalization between the wellbore fluids
and motor oil is accomplished by the bag or labyrinth
chamber, or a combination of both. The thrusts
produced by the pump are supported by the thrust
bearings in the protector via the shaft. The protector
is critical to the ESP survivability because any failure
modes of the major protector components to cause
motor oil contamination or leakage will lead to motor
and thus ESP failures.
Past approaches to improve the reliability of the
protector and the ESP have focused on multiple fronts
with the goal of avoiding premature failures at the
component level. Although these efforts have contributed to evolutionary improvements in ESP reliability,
they do not address the fundamental issue of improving intrinsic reliability.

Magnetic building blocks

FIGURE 1. Several magnetic technology blocks were arranged in a novel
way to create a protector-less ESP. (Source: Upwing Energy)
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Figure 1 shows a top-level schematic of the magnetic
building blocks of the protector-less technology. Magnetic thrust bearings take the axial loads from the
hydraulic section of the pump or compressor. Magnetic
radial bearings support the radial loads of the shafts of
the hydraulic section and motor. A male magnetic coupling is situated at the end of the shaft to the pump or
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Rotor

Stator

radial bearings do not have the common failure
modes of abrasions caused by solids and debris as
in the case of traditional mechanical bearings.
For many years, ESPs have had the rotary
sealed motor (Figure 2a). The motor is isolated
by the rotary seals, pressure compensated by the
bag, supported by the mechanical bearings and
lubricated by the oil.
The protector-less technology enables the hermetically sealed motor (Figure 2b). The motor
is hermetically sealed by the isolation can, transmitting torque by magnetic couplings, supported
by magnetic bearings and filled with inert gas to
reduce windage loss.
The next step of the protector-less technology
is to combine the magnetic coupling with the
PMM because both the magnetic coupling and
PMM use magnetic fields to transmit the torque.
Combining the magnetic coupling and PMM
by hermetically sealing the stator (Figure 2c)
makes the system even simpler and thus more
robust. The motor stator and magnetic bearing
stator are hermetically sealed by a housing. The
FIGURE 2. The next step for protector-less technology is the MDS, which
rotor is fully levitated by the magnetic bearings
provides higher reliability and retrievability for ESPs simultaneously.
and rotated by the motor stator. The rotor is
(Source: Upwing Energy)
completely exposed to produced fluids in a flowthrough motor configuration.
compressor. Below the male coupling, there is an isolaIf the rotor is connected to a centrifugal pump
tion barrier/can that hermetically seals everything below
(Figure 2d), an MDS for the ESP is established. The
it from produced fluids. The space below the isolation
advantage of the MDS is the reliability of the electrical
can is filled with inert gas or air at roughly atmospheric
system and the retrievability of the pump. The entire
pressure. A female magnetic coupling sits inside the
electrical system is hermetically sealed to improve reliinert gas and connects to the shaft of the motors. The
ability (Figure 2d). The motor rotor and pump, without
motor’s torque and power transmits to the pump from
any electrical components, can be easily retrieved by
the female magnetic coupling through the isolation can
slickline. There is no electrical connection between
to the male magnetic coupling without the need of a
the stator and rotor, further enhancing reliability and
physical connection between the shaft to the motor and
retrievability. Figure 2e shows the stator and the rotor
the shaft to the pump or compressor.
of an MDS prototype, and the lower picture shows that
With the motor hermetically sealed by the isolation
the rotor is inside the stator, floating and rotating in
can, the electrical components will not have the risk
the air.
of exposure to downhole fluids. With an isolation can
and without a shaft, there is no need for the face seals
on a shaft to prevent the produced fluids from getting
Conclusion
into the ESP motor. Without the face seals, there is no
The protector-less technology has been developed by
need for motor oil, bags and labyrinth chambers to
arranging several magnetic technology building blocks
ensure pressure compensation across both sides of the
in a novel way to form a new architecture to protect an
face seals. In this case, all the failure modes related to
electric motor in the downhole environment. It can
the face seals, motor oil, bags and labyrinth chambers
replace the protector of the ESP, thus eliminating all
of the ESP protector are eliminated. Without moving
the failure modes of the protector components, includparts, the isolation can is much more reliable than a
ing face seals, motor oil, pressure compensation system
face seal in the downhole environment. Without any
and mechanical bearings. It also reduces the part count
physical contact, magnetic thrust bearings and magnetic
and cost of conventional ESP systems.
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